Collaborative Question Answering (CQA) frameworks for knowledge graphs aim at integrating existing question answering (QA) components for implementing sequences of QA tasks (i.e. QA pipelines). The research community has paid 2) global performance of QA pipelines. In spite offering several advantages over monolithic QA systems, the effectiveness and efficiency of CQA frameworks in answering questions is limited. In this paper, we tackle the problem of local optimisation of CQA frameworks and propose a three fold approach, which applies feature selection techniques with supervised machine learning approaches in order to identify the best performing components efficiently. We have empirically evaluated our approach over existing benchmarks and compared to existing automatic CQA frameworks. The observed results provide evidence that our approach answers a higher number of questions than the state of the art while reducing: i) the number of used features by 50% and ii) the number of components used by 76%.
Introduction
Question Answering (QA) systems allow end users to extract useful information from several sources including documents, knowledge graphs, relational tables, etc. by posing questions in natural language or as voice input. The problem of question answering over knowledge graphs has received significant attention by the research community [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] since the inception of publicly available knowledge graphs such as DBpedia [6] , Freebase [7] and Wikidata [8] .
Often, a QA system over structured data acts as a black box and translates a natural language question into a formal query (e.g. SQL or SPARQL 3 ) to extract information from the underlying structured knowledge source.
In the case of knowledge graphs, the formal query language is usually SPARQL.
For the exemplary question "What is the timezone of India?", a QA system needs to implement several tasks such as named entity recognition and disambiguation (to map India to dbr:India 4 ), relation linking (e.g. mapping time zone to dbo:timeZone 5 ) and query building to construct the corresponding SPARQL query (i.e. SELECT ?c {dbr:India dbo:timeZone ?c.}). Researchers have broadly adapted three approaches for building QA systems over knowledge graphs [9] :
1. Semantic Parsing based QA systems: In this approach, QA developers implement a monolithic QA system including tightly coupled modules which focus on individual stages of QA pipelines (e.g. named entity disambiguation, relation linking) [9] . Researchers utilise the grammatical and semantic relationships between the words of the sentences and try to map those relationships to the knowledge graph concepts. Over 30 QA systems implementing such approaches, which were very popular in the last decade, have been developed [9] . However, the semantic parsing based QA systems suffer from several challenges such as complex pipelines, error propagation and slower run time.
2. End-to-End QA systems: With the recent advancement of machine learning technologies and growing availability of larger datasets, developers shifted focus towards proposing end-to-end neural network based QA approaches [5] . These approaches skip the complex pipeline structure and focus on end-to-end mapping of natural language concepts (entities and relations) directly to knowledge graph concepts to find an answer. Most of the end-to-end QA approaches are limited to simple questions i.e. questions with a single entity and relation [5] .
3. Collaborative Question Answering (CQA) Frameworks: Despite several overlapping QA tasks (e.g. entity linking, relation linking, etc.), reusability of QA systems for further research is limited and remains an open challenge because of the focus on specific technologies, applications or datasets.
As a result, creating new QA systems is currently still cumbersome and inefficient and needs to start from scratch. CQA frameworks address this research gap and promote creating QA systems by reusing existing QA components performing various QA tasks [10, 11] . These frameworks follow a loosely coupled approach at the implementation level for reusing QA components for tasks such as named entity recognition and disambiguation, relation linking, etc. Therefore, existing CQA frameworks tackle scalability of QA components and allow building QA systems by arranging components performing successive QA tasks (referred as a QA pipeline).
CQA frameworks often resort to semantic web technologies for integrating existing QA components to compose QA pipelines [12, 13, 14] ; QA components can be selected either manually (e.g. OKBQA [13] , openQA [10]) or automatically (e.g. Frankenstein [15] ). In the static CQA frameworks, a user need to manually select sequence of components (i.e. pipeline)
to get the final answer of the question. The automatic CQA framework improves static CQA frameworks based on following observations 1) the performance of the QA systems and the components vary a lot based on the type of questions. For instance, on the QALD-6 dataset, CANALI QA system is the overall winner whereas when the question starts with "give me", another QA system UTQA is the winner [16] on the subset of the dataset. 2) it is evident in the literature that question features such as question length, POS tags, question headword, etc impact the performance of a QA system [17] .
An automatic CQA framework uses supervised machine learning algorithms to predict the best performing component per task for each input question. The automatic CQA frameworks such as Frankenstein [15] creates a labelled representation of input question using question features and trains several classifiers to predict best component per task for each input question. Thus, the label set of the training datasets for a given component was set up by measuring the micro F-Score (F-Score) of every given question. The variety of available CQA frameworks has encouraged researchers to develop high quality QA components such as EARL [18] , SQG [19] and Falcon [20] , focusing on improving the performance of individual QA tasks (e.g. entity linking, query generation) rather than building entire pipelines. Several workshops and tutorials have also been organised at different research venues with a focus on collaborative QA develop-
Research Objective
CQA frameworks have seen a rising interest in research and practice over the past years. Yet, the performance of the state of the art CQA framework compared to monolithic end to end QA system is limited. For instance, the baseline over QALD-5 dataset is with 0.63 Global F-score whereas state of the art CQA framework reports F-score 0.14 on the same dataset [22, 15] .
This observation motivates us to tackle the problem of improving the state of the art of CQA frameworks, analyse the issues that hinder high performance of QA systems and propose corresponding solution strategies. Automatic CQA frameworks such as Frankenstein solve the global optimisation problem of finding the best performing sequence of QA components as well as the local optimisation problem of finding the best QA component for a particular task (e.g. named entity disambiguation). Automatic CQA frameworks rely on machine learning methods and search meta-heuristics to solve the optimisation problem of identifying the best sequence of QA components for each input question. It allows the CQA framework to select a dynamic pipeline of components for input question based on the strength of the components in answering a particular type of questions (questions containing single entity, single relation or questions with 6 see http://coling2016.okbqa.org/ and http://qatutorial.sda.tech/ multiple entities, etc.). Albeit overall effective in combining QA components, these frameworks perform inefficiently in terms of execution time and overall performance metric of Precision and Recall during the process of identifying the most suitable components for a QA task [15] . In this article, in order to address the inefficiency of CQA frameworks, we tackle the local optimisation problem and explore machine learning methods to improve the state of the art in solving this problem effectively and efficiently.
Approach
We propose a three fold approach that relies on feature engineering of input questions, high-performance QA components and machine learning models (e.g. Random Forest, Gradient Boosting and feed-forward Neural Networks) for predicting the best performing QA component per task for each input question. We implemented our approach within Frankenstein framework to analyse its effectiveness. We name the extension of Frankenstein as Frankenstein 2.0, which is able to estimate the task performance of a QA component based on the most significant features of an input question. The results of an extensive empirical evaluation over existing QA benchmarks indicate that the Frankenstein 2.0 prediction model not only enables the identification of the best performing QA components while using less input query features but also empowers
Frankenstein to more accurately predict the best QA components per QA task.
Contributions
In this article, our contributions are threefold. Firstly, we develop a feature engineering based approach that determines the most significant question features required per QA task. Secondly, we devise a prediction model based on benchmarking of supervised learning models, which is able to exploit the selected features per task to find the best performing components for an input question.
Thirdly, we also integrate recently released high performing QA components implementing various QA tasks in Frankenstein. We report on the results of an extensive empirical study showing the overall impact of our approach. The observed results suggest that our approach implemented as Frankenstein 2.0 outperforms the previous version of the framework in terms of efficiency and effectiveness.
The article is organised as follows: Section 2 summarises the related work.
Section 3 details the background about Frankenstein framework. Section 4 describes the problem tackled in the scope of the current paper and presents the proposed approach. Section 5 includes detailed experiments for the evaluation of the proposed approach. Finally, we discuss conclusions in Section 6.
Related Work
Question answering over knowledge graphs has gained momentum in the last decade and researchers from different communities, e.g. semantic web, information science, databases and natural language processing have extensively studied this problem and proposed several QA systems [1, 3, 4, 23, 24] . DBpedia is the prominent background knowledge graph in this setting, and researchers have developed more than 35 QA systems over DBpedia (detailed in [1] and [9] ). Although these QA systems achieved high performance on specific data sets, they expose limitations in reusability due to their monolithic implementations. To promote reusability within the QA community, researchers have attempted to build modular frameworks to allow researchers to improve individual stages of a QA pipeline and reused components with higher accuracy for other QA tasks.
QALL-ME [25] is one of the initial attempts in this direction that provides a platform for building multilingual QA systems. The openQA framework [10] combines several QA components and existing QA systems like SINA [26] in its architecture. The main downside of openQA is a strict programming language requirement. The OKBQA framework [13] Automatic QA pipeline Composition ✓ --- 
Frankenstein Framework
Frankenstein is the first framework of its kind for integrating all state-ofthe-art QA components to build more powerful QA systems with collaborative efforts. The comparison of various functionalities of Frankenstein with other QA frameworks including QALL-ME framework [25] , OKBQA [11] and openQA [31] is given in Table 1 . Unlike other CQA frameworks, Frankenstein simplifies the integration of emerging components and is sensitive to the input question. The rationale is instead of building a QA system from scratch to rather reuse currently existing QA components available to the QA community. Each heterogeneous component is integrated as micro service and for every input question, a local knowledge graph using QA vocabulary [30] is created to store all the information in a knowledge base with a unique graph ID. This knowledge graph stores information such as question, annotation of various parts of input question (e.g. entity, relation, class and provenance information) which can be used to analyse the output of individual stages of a QA pipeline. Hence, Frankenstein introduces a concept of knowledge driven service oriented architecture.
Frankenstein not only integrate several components in the architecture, but also proposes a novel solution to choose a pipeline consisting of best components per task to answer an input question. Frankenstein supersedes other QA frameworks in integrating a number of components and various offered functionalities as illustrated in Table 1 Therefore, Frankenstein provides a smart solution to build QA systems collaboratively.
Prediction of Best Component
In this context, we formalise set of necessary QA tasks as T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n } such as entity disambiguation, relation linking, etc. Each task
transforms a given representation q * of a question q into another representation q + . For example, NED and RL tasks transform the input representation "What is the timezone of India?" into the representation "What is the dbo:timeZone of dbr:India?".
The performance of an automatic CQA pipeline depends on two optimisation tasks which have been formally defined for Frankenstein [15] :
1. Local optimisation: the problem of finding the best performing component for accomplishing the task t i for an input question q, denoted as γ ti q , is formulated as follows:
Where Pr (ρ(C j ) q, t i ) is a supervised learning problem to predict the performance of the given component C j for the given question q; Please note that the entire set of QA components is denoted by C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m }. , for a question q and a set of QA tasks called goal . Formally, this optimisation problem is defined as follows:
where E(goal ) represents the set of pipelines of QA components that implement goal and Ω(η, q) corresponds to the estimated performance of the pipeline η on the question q.
Solution. Frankenstein proposes a greedy algorithm that relies on the optimisation principle that states that an optimal pipeline for a goal and a question q is composed of the best performing components that implement the tasks of the goal for q. Suppose that ⊕ denotes the composition of QA components, then an optimal pipeline ψ goal q is defined as follows:
The proposed greedy algorithm works in two steps: QA Component Selection and QA Pipeline Generation. During the first step of the algorithm, each task t i in goal is considered in isolation to determine the best performing QA components that implement t i for q, i.e. γ ti q . For each t i an ordered set of QA components is created based on the performance predicted by the supervised models that learned to solve the problem described in Equation 1. Consider the question q="What is the timezone of India?" and goal = {NED, RL, QB }. The algorithm aims to create an ordered set OS ti of QA components for each task t i in goal . Based on this information, the algorithm creates three ordered sets: OS NED , OS RL , and OS QB .
In the second step, the algorithm follows the optimisation principle in Equation 3 and combines the top k i best performing QA components of each ordered set.
Frankenstein Architecture
The following modules are part of the Frankenstein architecture:
Feature Extractor. This module derives a set of features from an input question. Features include, for instance, question length, question and answer types and POS tags.
QA Components. Frankenstein in the original implementation integrates 29
QA components implementing five QA tasks, namely Named Entity Recognition (NER), Named Entity Disambiguation (NED), Relation Linking (RL), Class Linking (CL) and Query Building (QB). In most of the questions NED, RL and QB components are necessary to generate the SPARQL query for the input question. Sometimes, to formulate a SPARQL query for a given question, it is necessary to also disambiguate classes against the ontology. For example, in the question "Which river flows through Seoul", "river" needs to be mapped to dbo:River 8 . Table 2 Pipeline Executor. This module is used to extract answers from the underlying knowledge graph (DBpedia in this case) using the best predicted pipeline.
Problem Statement and Approach
In this paper, we focus only on the local optimisation of the CQA frameworks (Cf. Equation 1). Our local optimisation approach relies on the performance of a given QA component (denoted by ρ(C j )) and a prediction approach which estimates the performance of components (denoted as Pr (ρ(C j ) q)). Thus, to achieve the optimum local optimisation, we apply three categories of enhance- ments: (i) study the impact of question features on the performance and develop a feature selection module, (ii) build up learning models with high performance per component and (iii) integrate components with high F-score. In the following subsections, we discuss the associated challenges followed by proposed solution strategies.
Reliance of on Learning Models
Frankenstein predicts best performing QA components per task using individual classifiers trained per component to generate QA pipelines. Thus, we initially investigate the bottlenecks of these classifiers. There are three typical bottlenecks that influence the performance of a given classifier, namely, (i) the quality of training data set, (ii) the feature set and (iii) the learning model. In the following paragraphs, we discuss these bottlenecks in more detail.
(i) Quality of Training Data Set: To have a fair judgement, it is required that the benchmark data set contains diverse and relatively even types of questions (e.g. simple versus complicated questions and short versus long questions).
The other concern is related to the number of positive samples versus negative samples taken into account in the training data sets for training the classifiers.
For every given component, all the questions answered are considered as positive samples and the rest as the negative samples. This ratio is skewed since the majority of components demonstrate poor performance (i.e. number of negative samples is far higher) [43] .
Strategy: The first step of our three fold approach is to enhance the quality of the underlying benchmark data set by (i) balancing questions from diverse types and (ii) balancing the number of positive samples versus negative samples. (iii) Learning Models: Naturally, the selection of the learning model will influence the overall performance of the approach.
Strategy: The third step of our approach is to provide a benchmarking approach across several supervised learning models to find out the best-performing model.
Dependency to External Components
Challenge 1: The performance of the integrated components in CQA frameworks ρ(C i ) plays a major role in the local optimisation. If CQA frameworks integrate components with low performance, even in case of applying the best prediction and optimisation algorithms, the output performance will be poor. In Frankenstein this issue causes limited overall performance of the framework [15] . 
Frankenstein 2.0 Architecture
We implemented Frankenstein 2.0 extending prior implementation of Frankenstein in three directions: (i) we improved the feature extractor and selector module, (ii) we implemented a new module for applying new supervised learning models and (iii) we added newly released components such as EARL [18] , Falcon [20] and Ambiverse [45] . The architecture diagram of Frankenstein 2.0 is depicted in Figure 1 .
Experimental Study
Knowledge Graph. We employ DBpedia 11 [46] as underlying knowledge base which contains more than 5.6 million entities and more than 111 million RDF triples. Its size is 14.2 GB.
Data sets. We rely on LC-QuAD [47] data set tailored to DBpedia. LC-QuAD has 5,000 questions. However, only 3,253 questions were utilised by Frankenstein experimental study in [15] . To provide a fair comparative study, we take the same questions into account. Table 3 , Table 4 and Table 6 , and the extended results for all other settings as well as the source code can be found in our public Github. We also executed our experiments on a balanced data set and overall results for each experiment were comparable but not surprisingly superior. The results in the tables are on average for all folds over 10 fold cross-validation.
We rely on the following metrics in our experiments for measuring the per- 
Experiment 1: Impact of Feature Engineering on Local Optimisation
In this experiment, we pursue the research question R1: what is the impact of feature engineering on local optimisation? To study this impact, we evaluate the impact of the feature selection module of Frankenstein 2.0 on local optimisation per QA task. For the same, we did not change the machine learning module and the number of components per task of the baseline. We separately study this impact for each task. The study presented in [43] showed the impact of character cases and entity type on QA component performance. Also, we represented input questions using word embeddings using state-of-the-art ap-proaches such as Fasttext [49] . We list the entire set of features grouped into 3. Frankenstein 2.0 F S : applying feature selection method on CF2 to select top N most impacting features per task. We empirically chose N=15. Table 3 ) from baseline. Table 3 Frankenstein is illustrated in Figure 3 . Selecting the most significant features not only reduces execution time but also improves the number of predicted top N questions per task.
Experiment 2: Impact of Integrating New Components on Local Optimisation
In this experiment, we address the second research question R2: What is the impact of integrating high performing components on local performance (i.e. task level)? Please note that in this experiment, the prediction model among questions of LC-QuAD and, therefore, we do not include this component in the experiment. Shortly after, these components were integrated into Frankenstein which contained 21 NED, seven RL, two CL and two QB components in total.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no other related open source component which has not been integrated. We run experimental studies on the impact of adding new components on the local performance (task-level benchmarking for RL and NED tasks because only these tasks integrated new components).
Furthermore, since the local optimisation in any CQA framework is influenced by the performance of the classifiers as well as the performance of components, Experiment Conclusion: In this experiment, we studied the impact of new QA components on the framework performance. We report that the addition of components also results in the reordering of features that impact the task level performance (i.e. local optimisation) in terms of "predicted top N component".
As observed in Figure 4 , adding a new RL component completely changed the features that impact the task level performance and result in the reordering of feature impact for NED tasks. These findings reveal that for any automatic CQA, dynamic (on-the-fly) feature selection per task is necessary rather than keeping a fixed feature set per task.
Figure 5 summarises our overall findings for this experiment. We conclude and fewer number of features.
Experiment 3: Impact of Learning Models on Local Optimisation
In this experiment, we address the third research question R3: What is the impact of employing a well-fitted learning model on local performance? To do that, we ran various supervised learning models to find out the best performing one. These models include: Logistic Regression, Gradient Boosting, XGBoosting, PCA + Logistic Regression, SVM, Naive Base, LDA, Adaboost and feed-forward neural network. Each Model is tuned to its optimum performance. Table 5 summarises the results for the top-2 models for each task. The rest of the results can be found in our Github project.
For demonstrating the impact of ML models compared to the baseline, we use following settings:
1. Baseline setting of [15] . Table 6 shows that Frankenstein 2.0 M L setting performs slightly better than the Baseline setting for the NED and RL tasks whereas it exposes equivalent performance for the CL and QB tasks.
Experiment Conclusion: In this experiment, we followed a benchmarking approach for supervised learning models to choose the best model per task.
Frankenstein uses logistic regression for all tasks. We have observed that for NED and RL, Random Forest performs slightly better than Logistic Regression.
However, performance improvement is not significant for any task. We conclude that for an automatic CQA, only the choice of the ML model will not have a huge impact. In the previous experiments, we observed that feature engineering and the addition of newer components have impacted the performance. These findings motivate us to combine our individual strategies together to study the overall impact on the Frankenstein 2.0 performance. We detail our findings in the next experiment. We observe that adding more components not necessarily results in higher performance. Adding high performing component coupled with feature engineering can significantly improve the performance of an automatic CQA. Hence, for designing automatic CQA frameworks, dynamic (on-the-fly) approach is needed not for just selecting the components, but also for selecting the most prominent features per question. With the addition of new components in the CQA frame- work, an automatic CQA should also reorder the features set per task. Also, it is observed in our experiments that performance of supervised learning methods do change per task. Hence, for any CQA framework, dynamic composition of QA pipelines is needed at three levels: 1) selection of most prominent question features, 2) selection of best components per task for each input question and 3) selection of best supervised learning model per task.
Discussion and Conclusion Remarks
In this paper, we proposed Frankenstein 2.0 to solve the local optimisation problem (task-level performance) of an automatic CQA framework and extended Frankenstein in three directions. In order to reach the highest perfor-mance, Frankenstein 2.0 is proposed after running careful empirical studies on feature engineering and machine learning models and determining the impact of integrating new components. After exhaustive evaluation, we finally compared Frankenstein 2.0 against the Baseline with respect to three metrics: 1) execution time of training and testing the learning model, 2) number of components used and 3) and number of questions answered ( Figure 6 ). Applying Frankenstein 2.0 on the state-of-the-art CQA framework leads to significant improvements specifically for the RL task which is one of the major bottlenecks inhibiting CQA frameworks [15] . Although we ran a detailed study on finding the best supervised learning approach, the performance improvement was not significant.
We conclude that feature selection and component addition coupled with the best supervised learning model results in significant improvement of task-level performance.
It is important to note that addition of new components does not necessarily improve the task-level performance. The improvement depends on two factors: 1) adding new complementary high performing components and 2) adding a local optimiser, such as Frankenstein 2.0, which takes care of best setting per task and chooses the number of components wisely. Throughout our experiments, we learned that a local optimiser requires a dynamic feature engineering and choice of the learning model. Therefore, for any upcoming component, the local optimisation techniques integrated into a CQA framework can learn the most impactful features as well as the learning model. Furthermore, for any ecosystem of CQA, it can find the optimum number of components, thus reducing the overhead on the pipeline without any performance loss. We admit, CQA frameworks need a lot of effort in the research community to be able to compete with end to end performance of monolithic QA systems. This article successfully attempts to solve an important part of the overall problem. We plan to extend our work by proposing global optimisation strategies and evaluate the QA pipelines against state-of-the-art QA systems.
